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Aries Cryptic #23 – “Treasure Hunt” 
BY ANDREW J. RIES    

 

The meta answer is a seven-letter proper noun.  

Email your answer to aries.puzzles@gmail.com by  

7 PM PST on Monday, March 2nd for a chance to win a 

free two-month Aries subscription!  

 

 ACROSS 

1 Pressure-lock after sealing opening (6) 

4 Part replaced during a brake job: damaged hose  

   (4) 

8 Essentially hate nearly all of Sully’'s score (6) 

9 Got in medley after the first part of “Sunrise  

   Serenade” (4, 2) 

10 Italian star's famous cry in a '50s film (6) 

12 Second-rate trace of local life (5) 

14 Ramp up confusion surrounding one  

     mechanism for inflation (3, 4) 

16 Headlessly moved in a winding fashion like a  

     jaybird (5) 

18 Mold for Oakland team photo (5) 

20 Whistle-blower holding fast - frantically  

     find new employees (7) 

22 The origin of country bumpkin's  

     political influence (5) 

23 Apartment owner's mailbox item (6) 

26 Loaded antiprohibitionists backed  

     Massachusetts senator Markey (6) 

27 Accompaniment with Ambrosia's  

     trance remix (6) 

28 Comfy home in northeastern state (4) 

29 Reportedly hides away large groups  

     (6) 

DOWN 

1 Part of constable's knife (4) 

2 Kind of cuff, either way you look at it  

   (7) 

3 Apple product at the center of S&L  

   salesperson's pitch (5) 

5 Injunction adopted by IRS had  

   devastated Tesla and others (4, 5) 

6 Oddball yokel receiving two grand as  

   runner at a diner (3, 4) 

7 French writer's final letter: love note (4) 

11 Dress code-based program followed by Lear,  

     strangely (7) 

13 Open up to Indian royal (4) 

15 Manufactured ten mugs containing copper and  

     seven things hidden in this puzzle's completed  

     grid (eight, when counting the meta answer)  

    (5, 4) 

17 Challenge for northbound government agent on  

     the tail of attorney (4) 

19 Patreon arrangement is frequently changing (7) 

21 Wrongly helped a Hollywood rival of Joan C. (7) 

22 Put in the play to throw (4) 

24 Flipped out, completely exhausted from workout  

     routine (3, 2) 

25 Gets off track at English Railroad Station #1 (4) 

 


